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No-Sew Yarn
Pumpkins
What you'll need:
Orange Yarn
Green Yarn
Scissors
A Book
Fishing Line or Twine
1. Wrap your orange yarn around a book,
about 100 times.
2. Slide carefully off the book, keeping the
loop shape.
3. Cut 4 pieces of 12in orange yarn. Use
this to tie opposite ends of your loop. (4
ties).
4. Using scissors, cut between each tied
piece of yarn. Keep the orange yarn
tied on long.
5. Trim your pom-poms into a pumpkin
shape.

No-Sew Yarn
Pumpkins coNT.
6. Cut 8 pieces of 12in green yarn. Place two
pieces across the tail and double knot
the tail around the green yarn.
7. Trim the orange yarn to mix in, or keep
for hanging. Repeat for all pumpkins.
8. Gather all 4 pieces of green yarn that is
attached to the pumpkin. Tie a loose slip
knot to create a stem.

Once you've finished your
pumpkins, you can display them
as is, or continue to make a
banner! To do that, cut fishing
line and thread through the
stems to hang them.

Movie Night Checklist
As the weather cools off, you will want to have a night in.
Check out these ideas to create the perfect movie night.

POPCORN
BAR

BLANKET
FORT

PAJAMA
PARTY

MOVIE
MARATHON

BEVERAGE
CART

SWEET
TREATS

WORD BANK
ACORN
APPLE CIDER
AUTUMN

BONFIRE
HAYRIDE
FAMILY

LEAVES
PUMPKIN
SCARECROW

SMORES
TURKEY
THANKS

COLOR BY NUMBER

Color each number on the picture to
the correct color listed on the key at
the bottom of the page.

key
1: RED 2: YELLOW

3: LIGHT GREEN 4: DARK GREEN 5: BLUE 6: PURPLE

Game Day Pepperoni Cheese Bread
Ingredients
1 tube pizza crust dough
1 cup marinara sauce
5 mozzarella string cheese sticks
2 tbs butter
1 clove minced garlic
24 pieces of pepperoni

1. Unroll pizza dough onto a large
cutting board or surface and cut
into 24 pieces.
2. Unwrap 4 of the string cheeses
and cut each one into 6 pieces.
Place pieces of cheese into each
square of dough. Pinch to seal
seam.
3. Place each ball seam side down
or a baking tray lined with
parchment paper. Arrange into
the shape of a football.
4. Bake for 15 minutes at 400
degrees.

5. While in the oven, melt butter and add
garlic. Pour marinara sauce into a
small bowl for dipping.
6. Once the bread is lightly golden, brush
with butter and top each piece with
pepperoni. Use last string cheese to
arrange like the laces of the football.
7. Bake for a few more minutes until
cheese is melty and pepperoni are
lightly crisp.

Can You Solve These Riddles?
Write your guesses on the blank lines. Then, check your
answers at the bottom of the page. No cheating!

1. I am full of holes; I can hold water. What am I?
My Guess:
2. What are two things people never eat
before breakfast?
My Guess:
3. What has two hands and a face, but no arms
or legs?
My Guess:
4. What has many keys, but can't open any
doors?
My Guess:
5. What gets wet when it is drying?
My Guess:
Answers: 1. Sponge, 2. Lunch & Dinner, 3. Clock, 4. Piano, 5. Towel
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